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I already made this video but if you want to watch it again click on it. So I was actually
skeptical about watching this game at first, but I ended up watching it anyway cause I was

curious what would happen. It was good though. I'm not really sure why this game is called the
deja vu movie. It definitely explains what happened to Okabe's family in the past though. Its all
good. The big ending was great. Especially when it comes to the deja vu scenes. The first time
Okabe read a message from the future, I started crying. It was really emotional. I'm going to
need to watch this again when I get some time to play this game. Team NitroPlus, an English
translation group, created a placeholder game, STEINSGATE-placeholdertranslated. Set aside
time to read this if youre going to be installing this game. This is a placeholder placeholder,
only meant as a test run of sorts for English-speaking people to test out the game, show us

some support if you enjoy it (if you do) and most importantly please keep the discussion open
to help people understand what this game is all about. Woke up 2 hours ago from my napping
session and I dont even know what happened. Bit I do remember this game was pretty good. I
had 80 as well which still is one of the best grades Ive got playing a video game. Anyway you
can find the game on steam and you can also find the game description below if you like to be

amused. If you don't want to pay for the game you can download the demo for free.
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Team NitroPlus, an English translation group,
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